Impero EdProtect is our comprehensive cloud-based capture management module for online safety in education.
It identifies potential warning signs of at-risk behaviour across all digital activity, so you have visibility of what your
students are viewing, accessing or creating online. Designed in response to Keeping Children Safe in Education and school
inspectorates (such as Ofsted and ISI), Impero EdProtect helps schools to adopt a best practice approach to online safety.

The key features

Keyword detection

Keyword detection libraries

Customised keyword policies

Identifying key words, phrases,
abbreviations or acronyms (typed or
viewed online) and capturing the incident
to help pinpoint vulnerable students
potentially engaged in at-risk behaviour.

Utilising regularly updated keyword
libraries, developed in partnership with
a number of charities and specialist
organisations, to flag concerns and
provide definitions relating to a broad
range of safeguarding issues.

Empowering schools to add their own
terms to detect content in relation to
their own individual challenges, whether
specific incidents, pupil names and/or gang
references, as well as local terminology.

Context analysis

Capture management

Enforce acceptable use policies

Taking a screenshot or video recording
with each keyword capture, helping to
provide context and ‘who, what, where
and when’ information, invaluable when
triaging incidents.

Providing a historic log of all online
activity, including screenshot and video
captures, with incident handling and
reporting tools to evidence safeguarding
risks, which can be shared with external
agencies where necessary.

Reminding students how to behave
responsibly online by enforcing
acceptable use policies and running
reports to measure their efficacy, while
supporting GDPR responsibilities through
verifiable consent.

Anonymous student reporting

Teacher alerts

Reporting and analytics

Enabling students to report pastoral
concerns (anonymously if they choose)
about themselves or another student to a
trusted member of staff.

Alerting teaching staff in real time when
a keyword capture is triggered in their
classroom so they can address the issue as
it happens.

Displaying all online safety data down to
a granular level and producing detailed
reports for the relevant members of staff
to review and analyse.

The key benefits

Provide contextual insight

Promote good digital citizenship

Keep students safe

By providing the context to any keyword
captures (with a screenshot or video
recording), staff members can deal
with incidents quickly and effectively,
identifying potential patterns of
at-risk behaviour.

Empowering young people to navigate
the digital world safely and responsibly, by
educating them on risk and appropriate
behaviour, so they will make the right
decisions whether in or out of the school’s
digital environment.

Adopting both a proactive and reactive
approach to online safety, Impero
EdProtect detects early warning signs
so that school staff can intervene in
potentially high-risk situations promptly
and before they escalate.

Support best practice

Educate safeguarding staff

Help fulfil legal obligations

Developed in line with Ofsted’s ‘whole
school’ best practice approach to online
safety, Impero EdProtect involves the
whole school community and alerts the
relevant staff members to incidents as
they occur.

Working with specialist organisations,
industry experts and charities, Impero
EdProtect’s keyword libraries include
detailed definitions and severity ratings.
This helps to inform and guide staff
members when they are alerted to a
keyword capture.

Designed in response to UK government
statutory guidance, including the Prevent
Duty and the Department for Education’s
Keeping Children Safe in Education
guidance, Impero EdProtect helps schools
to fulfil their legal duty of care.

As part of Impero Education Pro

Integrate with Impero EdAware

Impero EdProtect can be purchased standalone or as part of the
Impero Education Pro suite, for a more comprehensive approach
to device monitoring and management. Deployed as part of
Impero Education Pro, Impero EdProtect fully integrates with
Impero EdTeach and Impero EdAdmin so that classroom control
and network management can be delivered with student safety
at the core.

Using Impero EdProtect alongside Impero EdAware provides
a holistic approach to managing safeguarding incidents and
risk indicators – whether they occur in the physical world,
the digital, or both. Risk often manifests in the online world
long before it becomes an issue in the physical world – with
Impero EdAware and Impero EdProtect integration, these
warning signs can be detected early.
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